Chronic subjective tinnitus is an auditory phantom phenomenon characterized by abnormal neuronal synchrony in the central auditory system. As shown computationally, acoustic coordinated reset (CR) neuromodulation causes a long-lasting desynchronization of pathological synchrony by downregulating abnormal synaptic connectivity. In a previous proof of concept study acoustic CR neuromodulation, employing stimulation tone patterns tailored to the dominant tinnitus frequency, was compared to noisy CR-like stimulation, a CR version significantly detuned by sparing the tinnitus-related pitch range and including substantial random variability of the tone spacing on the frequency axis. Both stimulation protocols caused an acute relief as measured with visual analogue scale scores for tinnitus loudness (VAS-L) and annoyance (VAS-A) in the stimulation-ON condition (i.e. 15 min after stimulation onset), but only acoustic CR neuromodulation had sustained long-lasting therapeutic effects after 12 weeks of treatment as assessed with VAS-L, VAS-A scores and a tinnitus questionnaire (TQ) in the stimulation-OFF condition (i.e. with patients being off stimulation for at least 2.5 h). To understand the source of the long-lasting therapeutic effects, we here study whether acoustic CR neuromodulation has different electrophysiological effects on oscillatory brain activity as compared to noisy CR-like stimulation under stimulation-ON conditions and immediately after cessation of stimulation. To this end, we used a single-blind, single application, cross over design in 18 patients with chronic tonal subjective tinnitus and administered three different 16-minute stimulation protocols: acoustic CR neuromodulation, noisy CR-like stimulation and low frequency range (LFR) stimulation, a CR type stimulation with deliberately detuned pitch and repetition rate of stimulation tones, as control stimulation. We measured VAS-L and VAS-A scores together with spontaneous EEG activity pre-, during-and post-stimulation. Under stimulation-ON conditions acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CRlike stimulation had similar effects: a reduction of VAS-L and VAS-A scores together with a decrease of auditory delta power and an increase of auditory alpha and gamma power, without significant differences. In contrast, LFR stimulation had significantly weaker EEG effects and no significant clinical effects under stimulation-ON conditions. The distinguishing feature between acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation were the electrophysiological after-effects.
Introduction
A widely accepted consensus guideline (Tunkel et al., 2014) provides current tinnitus definitions. Secondary (objective) tinnitus is defined as tinnitus associated with an identifiable organic condition other than sensorineural hearing loss. In contrast, primary (subjective) tinnitus is an idiopathic symptom that may or may not be associated with sensorineural hearing loss. However, primary tinnitus is typically initiated by damage to the peripheral hearing system (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Irvine et al., 2001; Lockwood et al., 2002; Norena et al., 2002; Weisz et al., 2006 ) that leads to a sequence of structural and functional changes in the central hearing system (Eggermont, 2007; Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Lockwood et al., 2002; Moller, 2003) . The latter give rise to a phantom auditory perception, i.e. a conscious awareness of an internally generated sensory percept when no corresponding auditory stimulus is present (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Snow, 2004) . In recent years, there is a growing body of evidence for a critical role of pathological neuronal synchronization in the auditory system in tinnitus pathophysiology (Eggermont and Tass, 2015; Shore et al., 2016) . An increase of neuronal synchrony has been described both in animal studies after noise trauma (Norena and Eggermont, 2003; Ochi and Eggermont, 1997; Seki and Eggermont, 2003) and in tinnitus patients (Norena and Eggermont, 2003; Ochi and Eggermont, 1997; Seki and Eggermont, 2003; Weisz et al., 2005 Weisz et al., , 2007b . Magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG) studies revealed specific alterations of oscillatory power in particular frequency bands (Llinas et al., 1999; Weisz et al., 2005 Weisz et al., , 2007b in patients with chronic subjective tinnitus. Specifically, increase of the oscillatory power in the delta, theta, and gamma frequency ranges as well as reduction of alpha power in the auditory cortex region were associated with the presence of tinnitus and its intensity (Adamchic et al., 2014a; Adjamian et al., 2012; De Ridder et al., 2011; De Ridder et al., 2014; De Ridder et al., 2015; Elgoyhen et al., 2015; Llinas et al., 2005; Llinas et al., 1999; Tass et al., 2012a; Van der Loo et al., 2009; Weisz et al., 2005 Weisz et al., , 2007b ). An increase of oscillatory EEG power is typically interpreted as an increase in neuronal synchronization in terms of coincident firing within neuronal populations (Hamalainen et al., 1993; Klass and Daly, 1979; Niedermeyer and Da Silva, 1999; Nunez, 1981) .
Studies in cortical primary sensory areas have revealed that neuronal plasticity is not restricted to periods early in life, but is present and can be reactivated in the mature brain, too [for review see (Hübener and Bonhoeffer, 2014) ]. The neuronal timing pattern plays a key role in shaping synaptic connectivity (Hebb, 1949; Bliss and Lomo, 1973) . Neurons adapt the strength of their synapses to the relative timing of their action potentials according to the fundamental mechanism of spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) (Gerstner et al., 1996; Markram, 1997) . Computationally it was shown that in networks with STDP stable synchronized states with up-regulated strength of synaptic connectivity and stable desynchronized states with downregulated synaptic connectivity may generically coexist (Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass and Hauptmann, 2006 . Along the lines of a computational approach (Tass, 1999; Tass, 2002) coordinated reset (CR) stimulation (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b was developed to specifically counteract abnormal neuronal synchrony by desynchronization. To this end different neuronal subpopulations of a target population are stimulated through different stimulation sites sequentially at different times in order to reset the phases of the different subpopulations equidistantly in time (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b . CR stimulation causes a desynchronization and, hence, a reduction of the strength of the synaptic connections, which ultimately results in an anti-kindling, i.e. an unlearning of abnormally upregulated synaptic connectivity and neural synchrony (Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass and Hauptmann, 2006 Tass, 2007, 2009 ). The network is shifted from a pathological model state with abnormally strong synapses to a desynchronized state with weaker synapses, and the stimulation effect outlasts the cessation of stimulation (Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass and Hauptmann, 2006 Tass, 2007, 2009) .
CR stimulation was first developed computationally for electrical deep brain stimulation (DBS) for the treatment of Parkinson's disease (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b , computationally studied in networks with (Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass and Hauptmann, 2006 Tass, 2007, 2009) and without (Lysyansky et al., 2011 (Lysyansky et al., , 2013 STDP and later on successfully applied in pre-clinical (Tass et al., 2012b; Wang et al., 2016) and clinical (Adamchic et al., 2014b) proof of concept studies. In addition, the CR concept was extended to sensory stimulation , especially acoustic CR stimulation for the treatment of chronic primary tinnitus Tass et al., 2012a) . In a prospective, randomized, single blind, placebo-controlled proof of concept study in 63 patients acute and long lasting clinical effects of a 12-week treatment with CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation were assessed with visual analogue scale (VAS) scores for loudness (VAS-L) and annoyance (VAS-A) as well as with the TF score (Tass et al., 2012a) . The TF ("Tinnitus-Fragebogen") (Goebel and Hiller, 1993) is the German adaptation of the tinnitus questionnaire (TQ) (Hallam et al., 1984) . Acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation share the basic rhythmic CR pattern and employ tones that are tailored to the patient's dominant tinnitus frequency. Acoustic CR neuromodulation uses a template of four stimulation tones with fixed frequency ratios with respect to the tinnitus frequency. In contrast, noisy CR-like stimulation is characterized by randomly selecting the actual four stimulation tones during each stimulation cycle from a larger set of tones, sparing the tinnitus-related pitch range and including substantial random variability of the tone spacing on the frequency axis where all stimulation tones were defined by frequency ratios with the tinnitus frequency (Tass et al., 2012a) . In the proof of concept study CR stimulation turned out to be safe and well-tolerated and led to a significant decrease of tinnitus symptoms as assessed by VAS and TF scores (Tass et al., 2012a) . EEG recordings performed before and after 12 weeks of treatment with acoustic CR neuromodulation revealed a significant reduction of pathologically elevated delta and gamma activity together with an increase of pathologically reduced alpha activity in a network of brain areas comprising auditory as well as non-auditory cortices (Adamchic et al., 2014a; Silchenko et al., 2013; Tass et al., 2012a) .
The starting point of this paper is the significant difference of the clinical effects of the two stimulation protocols: Acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation both had acute effects (with respect to baseline) as assessed with VAS-L and VAS-A scores in the stimulation-ON condition (i.e. 15 min after turning on stimulation), but only acoustic CR neuromodulation had sustained long-lasting effects as assessed in the stimulation-OFF condition (i.e. after having turned off stimulation for at least 2.5 h) after 12 weeks of treatment (Tass et al., 2012a) . As yet, electrophysiological effects during and shortly after cessation of acoustic CR neuromodulation have not been studied. Accordingly, we here set out to study acute effects and acute after-effects of both stimulation protocols with VAS scores and, in particular, with EEG recordings. This is to elucidate acute electrophysiological stimulation responses and mechanisms that might lead to therapeutic sustained long-lasting effects. Specifically, based on computational studies (Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass and Popovych, 2012; Tass et al., 2012b) we hypothesize that acoustic CR neuromodulation causes a desynchronization of delta oscillations followed by a desynchronizing aftereffect, provided the stimulation duration is sufficient. Since our computational predictions are based on qualitative rather than quantitative models, it remains to be tested, whether the selected 16 min stimulation duration is appropriate. We have selected a 16 min duration, since in a previous proof of concept study (Tass et al., 2012b) this dose was sufficient to at least induce acute clinical CR effects. Note, based on previous clinical (Tass et al., 2012b) and computational (Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass and Popovych, 2012; Tass et al., 2012b ) findings, we would hypothesize acutely delivered acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR stimulation to differ with respect to EEG parameters rather than clinical scores. Objective, EEG-based features underlying acute effects and after-effects of acoustic CR neuromodulation might enable to further optimize treatment parameters and delivery.
In addition, we want to study whether the observed EEG effects are specific to appropriately calibrated acoustic CR neuromodulation. Accordingly, as additional stimulation control condition we use a systematically and deliberately detuned acoustic CR neuromodulation protocol that we hypothesize to be ineffectiveboth clinically and electrophysiologically. To this end, we use CR with tones in the low frequency range (pitch) and at significantly reduced stimulus repetition rate with respect to the target delta rhythm, in order to stimulate the tonotopically organized auditory system spatially off-target and at the wrong pace. If proven to be ineffective under acute conditions, such a detuned CR protocol, in what follows denoted as low frequency range stimulation, might be a candidate for a sham/placebo stimulation for a controlled trial.
Materials and methods

Participants
Twenty participants with primary chronic tonal tinnitus participated in the study. Two patients were excluded from the analysis because of excessive muscle and movement artifacts in the EEG recordings. Subjects with pulsatile, ringing, buzzing, roaring, or hissing tinnitus and subjects with a history of auditory hallucinations, Méniere's disease, middle ear disorders and diagnosed neurological or mental disorders as well as subjects taking CNS-acting medication or using hearing aids were not included. Data of eighteen participants with subjective bilateral chronic tonal tinnitus (14 males and 4 females) was analyzed. Regarding laterality of tinnitus loudness, 10 reported bilaterally equal, 3 subjects reported left dominant and 5 right dominant tinnitus. The mean age was 45.89 (12.97; standard deviation, SD), and the mean tinnitus duration was 9.83 (7.08) years. Otoscopic examination was performed in all participants. The extent of the hearing loss was investigated in a soundproof and electromagnetically shielded chamber (Desone Modulare Akustik, Berlin, Germany) by determining pure-tone air-conduction hearing thresholds from 0.125 kHz to 16 kHz ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) using Type AT900 audiometer with HDA200 (Sennheiser GmbH, Wedemark, Germany) and B71 headphones (Auritec Medizindiagnostische GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). A pure tone matching procedure was used to determine the best matching tinnitus pitch (from 0.5 to 13 kHz). Subjects were instructed to match the frequency of a pure tone to the perceived pitch of their tinnitus. During this procedure intensity and frequency of the matching tone were controlled by the participant using a custom-made tone generator that allowed continuous frequency adjustment. The tinnitus matching started either well below or well above the subject's tinnitus frequency. The participant had to adjust the matching tone to his/her tinnitus. The matching tone was repeatedly interrupted to facilitate the comparison between matching tone and tinnitus. The tinnitus pitch matching was performed until patient confirmed the best matching pitch twice (difference between two matched tones < 100 Hz). All participants were comprehensively informed about the scope, aim, benefits and risks of the study participation, and a written informed consent was obtained from all subjects according to the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice. The study was approved by the relevant ethics committee (Ethics Committee of Cologne University's Faculty of Medicine).
Paradigm and recordings
Participants were seated in an upright position in a comfortable chair. EEG recordings were obtained in a soundproof and electromagnetically shielded chamber. EEG data were collected from 128 surface electrodes (HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net, Electrical Geodesis Inc., Eugene, USA). All electrodes were referenced to Cz. The EEG signals were amplified with a Net Amps 200 amplifier (Electrical Geodesis Inc., Eugene, USA), digitized at 1 kHz and band-pass filtered from 0.1 to 400 Hz. Photogrammetry was performed for all subjects using the Geodesis Photogrammetry system (Electrical Geodesis Inc., Eugene, USA) and the individual head shape was modeled for each subject and EEG session.
The first part of each experimental session consisted of a 10 min period of silence (Fig. 1A) . The participants sat still and listened to their tinnitus (baseline period; during this period recordings were performed in alternating two minute intervals with eyes closed and with eyes open as orally instructed, and the eyes closed EEG data was selected for further analysis; the alternating two minute intervals were selected to prevent excessive drowsiness as well as to prevent participants from falling asleep). At the end of this resting period, the participants were asked to indicate the mean tinnitus loudness and annoyance during the baseline resting period on a 100 mm long visual analogue scale verbally anchored at the endpoints (Adamchic et al., 2012) . VAS for loudness (VAS-L; tinnitus is not audible = 0, tinnitus is extremely loud = 100) and annoyance (VAS-A; tinnitus is not annoying = 0, tinnitus is extremely annoying = 100) were obtained. After the rating, acoustic CR neuromodulation, the noisy CR-like stimulation or the LFR stimulation were presented for exactly 16 min (during this period recordings were performed in alternating two minute intervals with eyes closed and with eyes open as orally instructed, and the eyes closed EEG data was selected for further analysis). At the end of this stimulation period, the participants were asked to indicate the mean tinnitus loudness and annoyance during the stimulation period on the VAS-L and VAS-A. The stimulus presentation was followed by 2 min long resting period (eyes closed), VAS-L and VAS-A rating between 2 and 4 min after the stimulation followed by another 2 min (eyes closed) of rest EEG recording. Subjects were asked to listen to their tinnitus. Transitions between eyes open and eyes closed conditions were guided by oral instruction. Acoustic CR neuromodulation, the noisy CR-like stimulation and the LFR stimulation were each presented one time in one of the three experimental sessions. The order of the experimental sessions was pseudorandomly counterbalanced across subjects. The sequence of events in a typical experimental session is illustrated in Fig. 1A .
Acoustic stimulation
We used three different acoustic stimulation protocols ( Fig. 1) . All protocols used similar cyclic patterns of sequentially delivered pure tones (see Fig. 1A ), but differed in the selection of tones and/or the cycle repetition rate. The basic rhythmic pattern, consisting of repeated sequences of phase resetting stimuli ( Fig. 1A) , was developed computationally and aims at a desynchronization of abnormally synchronized neuronal activity. For the dynamic principles we refer to (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Lysyansky et al., 2011; Popovych and Tass, 2012; Tass and Popovych, 2012) . The main parameters of the stimulation protocols are loudness of tones, selection of tones, tone duration, cycle repetition rate, and cyclic stimulation/pause pattern.
Loudness of tones
For all three stimulation protocols stimulation tones were equally loud and just super-threshold. The loudness of the stimulation tones was set using the following procedure: First the loudness of the stimulation tone with the lowest frequency was set at hearing level (at this particular frequency) + 20 dB. Loudness of the other stimulation tones was set so that they were perceived by the participant as equally loud to the first tone. The acoustic signals were generated using custom written scripts in MATLAB 2012a, amplified using Cambridge Audio DacMagic Plus digital/analog converter (Cambridge Audio, London, United Kingdom) and delivered through a customized open fit earphone (Adaptive Neuromodulation (ANM) GmbH, Cologne, Germany). Participants who were not able to hear all stimulation tones were excluded from the study.
Selection of tones
CR neuromodulation aims at desynchronizing a synchronized population of neurons by selectively resetting the rhythmic activity of different subpopulations at different times, in this way disrupting the overall phase coherence (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b . Accordingly, using the tonotopic organization of the central auditory system, for acoustic CR neuromodulation we used tones of different frequencies centered around the matched tinnitus frequency (f t ), see Fig. 1B Tass et al., 2012b) . Using four different stimulation sites (i.e. stimulation tones) was appropriate, since CR effects do not simply increase with an increase of numbers of stimulation sites (i.e. stimulation tones), see (Lysyansky et al., 2013) . However, the overlap of the volume of neurons activated by the different stimulation sites (i.e. tones) should only be moderate (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b Lysyansky et al., 2013) . Accordingly, based on the logarithmic tonotopic organization of the auditory cortex and in accordance with the initial choice in a proof of concept study (Tass et al., 2012b) for acoustic CR neuromodulation the four stimulation tones f 1 , … , f 4 were adapted to the patient's tinnitus frequency f t and placed within the approx. one octave-
For the noisy CR-like stimulation prior to each cycle 4 frequencies f 1 , … , f 4 were randomly chosen out of a set of frequencies g 1 to g 12 with equal probability (see Fig. 1B ) in the following way: f 1 was chosen from the set S 1 = {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 }, f 2 was chosen from S 2 = {g 4 , g 5 , g 6 }, f 3 was chosen from S 3 = {g 7 , g 8 , g 9 }, and f 4 was chosen from S 4 = {g 10 , g 11 , g 12 }, where g j = d j f t and d 1 = 0.690, d 2 = 0.728, d 3 = 0.766, d 4 = 0.810, d 5 = 0.855, d 6 = 0.900, d 7 = 1.100, d 8 = 1.182, d 9 = 1.265, d 10 = 1.400, d 11 = 1.505, . For both acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation the spacing characteristics depend on the tinnitus frequency in the following way:
Span between stimulation tones with highest and lowest pitch: The span for acoustic CR neuromodulation reads f 4 − f 1 = 0.634 f t . For noisy CRlike stimulation the span ranges from g 12 − g 1 = 0.920 f t to g 10 − g 3 = 0.634 f t with an average (over stimulation cycles) of − − − s s 4 1 = 0.777 f t . The average span of noisy CR-like stimulation is approx. 23% greater than that of acoustic CR neuromodulation.
Distance between stimulation tones and tinnitus frequency f t : For acoustic CR neuromodulation the distance between tones 1,…,4 and the tinnitus frequency Fig. 1 . Scheme of the experimental paradigm and the three types of acoustic stimulation. (A) CR stimulation pattern: for acoustic CR neuromodulation, we employ the tonotopic organization of the primary auditory cortex (left panel, brain adapted from (Chittka and Brockmann, 2005) with kind permission of the authors) and deliver brief sinusoidal tones of different frequencies (pitch) f 1 , …, f 4 equidistantly in time at a cycle repetition rate of 1.5 Hz (Tass et al., 2012a) . Three CR cycles, each comprising a randomized sequence of four tones (right panel), were followed by two silent cycles without stimuli ("pause"). The 3 cycles stim ON-2 cycles stim OFF pattern was repeated periodically (Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass, 2003a Tass, , 2003b Lysyansky et al., 2011) . Right panel from (Tass et al., 2012a) with kind permission by the authors. Copyright by Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH. (B) Experimental session: during the first 10 min of silence, the baseline EEG was recorded and the baseline VAS-L and VAS-A scores were obtained. Thereafter one of the three stimulation paradigms, i.e. acoustic CR neuromodulation, noisy CR-like stimulation or LFR stimulation, was performed for 16 min. VAS-L and VAS-A were obtained during stimulation at the end of this stimulation period. During the next period of silence EEG recording was obtained for 2 min followed by the VAS-L and VAS-A evaluation (2 min) and another 2 min of rest EEG recording. After each session participants received a pause during which tinnitus returned to the normal level. Thereafter the next session was started. (C) Stimulus tones and repetition rates of acoustic CR neuromodulation, noisy CR-like stimulation and low frequency range stimulation (explanation see text). Panel partly redrawn from (Tass et al., 2012a) with kind permission by the authors. Copyright by Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH.
f t , f 4 − f t = 0.4 f t . In contrast, for noisy CR-like stimulation the average distance between the four sets S 1 , … , S 4 and the tinnitus frequency
= 0.505 f t . On average, the stimulation tones of the noisy CR-like stimulation are further away from the tinnitus frequency f t . In particular, the distance between the lower and higher inner tones of the noisy CR-like stimulation and the tinnitus frequency f t are on average 45% and 82% greater than the corresponding distance of the lower and higher inner tones of the acoustic CR neuromodulation. Hence, the tinnitus frequency f t is spared by noisy CR-like stimulation compared to acoustic CR neuromodulation.
Mutual distance between stimulation tones: For acoustic CR neuromodulation the distance between adjacent tones reads f 2 − f 1 = 0.134 f t , f 3 − f 2 = 0.2 f t , f 4 − f 3 = 0.3 f t . For noisy CR-like stimulation the average distance between adjacent sets of tones is given by − − − s s 2 1 = 0.127 f t , − − − s s 3 2 = 0.327 f t , − − − s s 4 3 = 0.323 f t , and the minimum/maximum difference between adjacent sets S 1 and S 2 reads 0.044 f t /0.210 f t , between S 2 and S 3 it is 0.200 f t /0.455 f t , and between S 3 and S 4 it reads 0.135 f t /0.510 f t . While in the case of acoustic CR neuromodulation the gap between adjacent tones increases from lower to higher tones, for noisy CR-like stimulation the gap of the inner sets of tones is greatest. Furthermore, the gap between the inner sets of tones of the noisy CR-like stimulation is on average approx. 64% greater than the gap between the inner CR tones f 2 and f 3 . Accordingly, acoustic CR neuromodulation is more focused on the tinnitus frequency f t . In addition, in case of the noisy CR-like stimulation the distance between adjacent tones varies considerably, in particular for the outer pairs of tones. For instance, the ratio between the maximum difference between the sets S 1 and S 2 and the minimum difference between the sets S 1 and S 2 amounts to 4.77.
The LFR stimulation tones included frequencies in the 0.5 to 4 kHz range, excluding frequencies around the tinnitus pitch (by sparing a one octave-wide interval in case of a low-frequency tinnitus) in order to minimize the acoustic input into the auditory cortex region corresponding to tinnitus pitch. This was done under the assumption that tones not targeting the direct tinnitus frequency range will have minimal or no effect on the tinnitus intensity or on oscillatory brain activity.
Tone duration
Tone duration was 150 ms for all three stimulation protocols.
Cycle repetition rate
Cycle repetition rate should optimally be adapted to the targeted abnormal synchronized oscillation. Hence, cycle repetition rate was 1.5 Hz (in the delta range) for acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation whereas for the LFR stimulation the repetition rate was deliberately detuned by setting it to 0.3 Hz. For acoustic CR neuromodulation a cycle repetition rate of 1.5 Hz, i.e. in the lower delta frequency range was selected because the primary target for desynchronization was the pathological delta band activity. Cycle repetition rate of the noisy CR-like neuromodulation was matched to the cycle repetition rate of the acoustic CR neuromodulation. The 4 tones per cycle were played in a random order. For the acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation one cycle consisted of two tones below and two tones above the tinnitus frequency. For the LFR stimulation one cycle consisted of four tones in the 0.5 to 4 kHz range. Each tone of the cycle was presented separate from the other tones with interstimulus interval 0.167 s for the acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation. Interstimulus interval for the LFR stimulation was 0.83 s.
In summary, The LFR stimulation was used as an acoustic placebo/ sham that was expected to have minimal or no effect on the tinnitus intensity or on oscillatory brain activity. Firstly, it did not overlap with the assumed synchronized tinnitus focus (see Selection of tones). Secondly, its repetition rate was significantly detuned so that, based on computational studies (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b we expected the desynchronizing effect of CR neuromodulation to be significantly reduced. Thirdly, the low repetition rate significantly reduced the acoustic input and accordingly decreased the possibility of effects caused by forward inhibition.
Cyclic stimulation/pause pattern
During acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation three stimulation cycles were followed by two silent cycles (Tass et al., 2012a; Lysyansky et al., 2011) . During the LFR stimulation one stimulation cycle was followed by one silent cycle. The 3:2 ON:OFF cycles stimulation/pause pattern for acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation is favorable according to computational studies (Lysyansky et al., 2011) and was successfully applied in a number of pre-clinical and clinical studies (Tass et al., 2012a; Tass et al., 2012b; Adamchic et al., 2014b; Wang et al., 2016) . In contrast, the 1:1 ON:OFF cycles stimulation/pause pattern for LFR stimulation might, in principle, be effective according to computational studies (Lysyansky et al., 2011) . However, the 1:1 ratio further reduces the active stimulation time and might, hence, further reduce LFR's efficacy.
Data processing
The scalp EEG, recorded under the eyes closed condition, was rereferenced to average reference. We selected the eyes closed data for further analysis as they were less affected by artifacts. Signals were additionally digitally filtered with a 0.8 (48 dB slope)-130 (12 dB slope) Hz digital filter. Noisy channels were interpolated in BESA using the spherical spline interpolation. Each EEG recording was corrected for blink, eye movement, muscle and other artifacts using EEGLAB (http:// sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab). First, signal periods containing large non-neural artifacts (e.g., large EMG artifacts, large movement artifacts) were removed. Then independent component analysis decomposition was performed on the sensor level EEG data (Delorme et al., 2007) . Components containing blink or eye movement artifacts were removed. Myogenic components, that is, components containing EMG activity in the absence of any identifiable neurogenic activity, were selected and removed based on all of the following criteria: (i) high broad peaks around either 30-40 Hz or higher, (ii) a moderately small and clustered distribution on the topographic maps that mimicked the underlying scalp musculature, (iii) periods of high-frequency activation in the timedomain, (iv) equivalent dipole(s) of the identified components located outside the brain volume and having a residual variance of 15% or less. Dipole locations were modeled using DIPFIT plug-in in EEGLAB. Artifact component selection procedure was performed twice with interrater reliability assessed using Krippendorff's alpha (a = 0.95).
Overview of the different inverse EEG analysis techniques used in this study (and explained below in detail):
• We analyzed spectral power of auditory cortex activity by means of a BESA source montage approach (Scherg et al., 2002) (i) during stimulation compared to baseline as well as (ii) after cessation of stimulation in consecutive 10 s windows to assess time course and duration of the after-effects (compared to baseline).
• Although there is a considerable variance in the reported duration of the residual inhibition after masking sound, many studies report the duration of residual inhibition in the order of tens of seconds (Roberts et al., 2008; Terry et al., 1983) . Accordingly, in order to try to avoid or reduce the electrophysiological effects due to residual inhibition we analyzed changes of cortical spectral power compared to baseline with sLORETA, both whole head and especially focused on Brodman Areas (BAs) 41 and 42, in the time window 60-120 s after the end of the stimulation (directly preceding the VAS testing).
Auditory cortex source activity: The surface EEG was transformed into brain source activity, using a BESA source montage approach (Scherg et al., 2002) . The source montage consisted of ten regional sources distributed over the brain volume and represented activity from all major brain regions. Sources were placed in the left and right auditory cortex regions, the left and right dorsolateral prefrontal areas, left and right orbitofrontal areas, in the left and right parietal regions, one in the middle posterior and one in the middle anterior regions. The strength of the source montages approach is that one can obtain time courses of brain activities from distinct brain regions (Scherg et al., 2002) . The locations of the regional sources were predefined and were the same for all participants and recordings. As tinnitus related oscillatory brain activity abnormalities are especially pronounced in the auditory cortices (Adamchic et al., 2014a (Adamchic et al., , 2014b Van der Loo et al., 2009; Weisz et al., 2005) we focused on changes of oscillatory brain activity in the auditory cortex region.
The mean EEG length available for the analysis after artifact rejection was before stimulation/during stimulation/after stimulation [mean (standard deviation)]: (i) for acoustic CR neuromodulation 320.5(27.5)/415.1(33.6)/211.4(20.2) s; (ii) for noisy CR-like stimulation 301.3(34.5)/441.3(30.1)/230.1(16.1) s; (iii) for LFR stimulation 317.5(26.3)/420.8(31.5)/219.8(17.5) s. No significant differences were observed between the lengths of the EEG recording available for analysis between the three stimulation types.
Fast Fourier transform was performed on the artifact-free source waveforms after windowing the signal with a 4096 ms wide cosine squared (cos 2 ) window with 50% overlap. This resulted in a frequency resolution of 0.244 Hz. After calculation of spectral power of the spontaneous brain activity, frequency bands were defined as delta (1.0-4.0 Hz), alpha (8.0-13.0 Hz), gamma (30.0-48.0 Hz). The mean of the spectral power changes from the left and right temporal sources (left and right auditory cortex regions) was calculated. Power changes during and after stimulation were defined as the percentage power increase or power decrease in relation to the 10 minute long baseline period that preceded each stimulation session was chosen as the baseline period (only the eyes closed EEG data was selected). The measurement interval containing stimulation was divided into four epochs and the EEG power was averaged over time intervals ending at 4, 8, 12 and 16 min. BESA analysis of time courses of after-effects on auditory cortex source activity: To investigate the time course of the electrophysiological after-effects, the spectral power of the brain source activity was calculated with the BESA source montage approach (Scherg Fig. 4 . Changes of the delta power of auditory cortex source activity (BESA) and current source density (sLORETA) after the end of acoustic stimulation. Time course of the mean delta (1-4 Hz) power of the auditory source activity (determined with BESA) during (averaged over the whole stimulation period, red) and after the end (black) of acoustic CR neuromodulation (A), the noisy CR-like stimulation (E) and the LFR stimulation (I) expressed as a percentage change from the baseline activity. Significant changes with respect to baseline are marked with the horizontal black line (A, E, I). As there was no significant main effect for time during stimulation for any of the stimulation types and frequency bands (see Fig. 3 ), power spectra of the auditory source activity (BESA) during stimulation were averaged over the whole stimulation period (A, E, I). Error bars indicate the 2 × SEM. Power spectra for the delta frequency range of the auditory source activity (BESA) at baseline and for the time period 60-120 s (inside the red window in A, E, I) after cessation of the acoustic CR neuromodulation (C), the noisy CR-like stimulation (G) and the LFR stimulation (K). The effect of acoustic CR neuromodulation (B, D), the noisy CR-like stimulation (F, H) and the LFR stimulation (J, L) on the mean current source density were analyzed by sLORETA (results are presented for the time period 60-120 s after the end of the stimulation; inside the red window). The strongest decrease (indicated by blue voxels) compared to baseline was localized in the left transverse temporal gyrus after acoustic CR neuromodulation 11; BA 41) . Power spectra of the auditory source activity (BESA) at baseline and for the time period 60-120 s for acoustic CR neuromodulation (M), the noisy CR-like stimulation (N) and the LFR stimulation (O). , 2002) as explained above and averaged over 10 s long time intervals to provide appropriate time resolution. Current source density: With sLORETA, we computed a three-dimensional linear inverse solution to the EEG inverse problem with a three-shell spherical head model registered to the Talairach human brain atlas digitized at the Brain Imaging Center of the Montreal Neurological Institute (Pascual-Marqui, 2002) . The solution space was constrained to the gray matter voxels that belonged to cortical and hippocampal regions (a total of 6430 voxels at a 5-mm spatial resolution). Analysis of whole brain after-effects with sLORETA: The localization of the differences in current density power between baseline and the time period 60-120 s after cessation of the acoustic stimulation was assessed by voxel-by-voxel t-tests of the sLORETA images. This time period (i.e., 60-120 s after the end of the stimulation, preceding the VAS evaluation time window) was selected because we were especially interested in the electrophysiological after-effects of the tested acoustic stimulation paradigms and also in order to avoid transient after-effects of the used acoustic stimulations. In the resulting statistical three-dimensional maps, a nonparametric approach was used to identify statistically significant differences of cortical voxels (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) . The voxels with p values of < 0.05 were colored in a MRI template.
Additionally, the current source density (CSD) for the auditory cortex regions was calculated using sLORETA by including all voxels located within Brodman Areas (BAs) 41 and 42 into auditory region of interest (ROI). The CSD for the auditory ROI was calculated for the baseline and for the time period 60-120 s after the end of the stimulation and averaged over both hemispheres for statistical analysis.
Baseline calculation: BESA and sLORETA baseline analysis was performed on the EEG data obtained during the two minute intervals with eyes closed during the baseline period (see above).
To determine the relationship between power spectra changes (calculated from BESA auditory cortex ROIs) and changes in clinical scores, we applied the PLS analysis (see Supplementary material).
Statistical analysis
Analysis of variance was performed to analyze differences between baseline VAS, spectral power of auditory cortex source activity (BESA) and current source density (sLORETA Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-rank test was used to confirm post-stimulation changes of oscillatory auditory cortex source activity (obtained with BESA) and of the VAS scores. Results of the statistical tests were corrected for the number of tests conducted using the false discovery rate method (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . Pearson correlation was performed between relative changes of power of sLORETA current source density in the auditory cortex ROI (i.e., difference between sLORETA power at baseline and 60-120 s after the end of the acoustic stimulation) and the corresponding relative change of the subjective tinnitus loudness (Fig. 8) . Data in the text are presented as mean (standard deviation, SD).
Results
Clinical data
The mean (SD) matched tinnitus frequency was 7.09 (2.56) kHz. The mean VAS-L/VAS-A at the beginning of each stimulation block were: (i) before acoustic CR neuromodulation 42.8 (26.6)/37.1(28.0); (ii) before noisy CR-like stimulation 42.9(22.2)/39.8(25.1); (iii) before LFR stimulation 39.9(23.8)/37.4(25.8). No significant baseline VAS-L/ VAS-A differences were observed between the three stimulation types at baseline: VAS-L (F = 0.93, p = 0.91), VAS-A (F = 0.06, p = 0.95).
A stimulation (acoustic CR neuromodulation, noisy CR-like stimulation, LFR stimulation) × time (baseline, during stimulation, post stimulation) interaction was found to be significant for the VAS-L (F = 3.47, p = 0.012). Planned comparisons revealed that subjective tinnitus loudness was significantly reduced, as compared to baseline, during both acoustic CR neuromodulation (p = 0.002) and the noisy CR-like stimulation (p = 0.003; Fig. 2A, B) . Tinnitus loudness was also significantly reduced, as compared to baseline, 2 min after cessation of acoustic CR neuromodulation (p = 0.048) and of noisy CR-like stimulation (p = 0.006). Reduction of the VAS-L was not significant during (p = 0.122) and after (p = 0.222) the LFR stimulation ( Fig. 2A, B) . However, the amount of reduction of the VAS-L during stimulation was significantly different between the noisy CR-like stimulation and the LFR stimulation (p = 0.037) as well as between acoustic CR neuromodulation and the LFR stimulation (p = 0.048). The amount of the tinnitus loudness reduction 2 min after the end of stimulation was significantly different between: (i) acoustic CR neuromodulation and the LFR stimulation (p = 0.01) and (ii) between the noisy CR-like stimulation and LFR stimulation (p < 0.001). There were no significant differences between acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CRlike stimulation with respect to the amount of the tinnitus loudness reduction during and after the end of stimulation.
No significant stimulation (acoustic CR neuromodulation, noisy CRlike stimulation, LFR stimulation) × time (baseline, during stimulation, post stimulation) interaction was found for the VAS-A (F = 1.87, p = 0.122). However, significant main effects for time were found for acoustic CR neuromodulation (F = 3.87, p = 0.031), the noisy CR-like stimulation (F = 8.6, p < 0.001), and the LFR stimulation (F = 4.60, p = 0.017). Planned comparisons revealed that tinnitus annoyance was significantly reduced, as compared to baseline, during both acoustic CR neuromodulation (p = 0.029) and the noisy CR-like stimulation (p = 0.002). During the LFR stimulation the reduction of tinnitus annoyance approached significance (p = 0.064; Fig. 2C, D) . Tinnitus annoyance was significantly reduced, as compared to the baseline, 2 min after the end of the noisy CR-like stimulation (p = 0.006). No significant changes of the VAS-A were found 2 min after the end of acoustic CR neuromodulation (p = 0.081) and after the LFR stimulation (p = 0.619; Fig. 2) . The significant main effect for time for the LFR stimulation resulted from the significant difference between the VAS-A values during and 2 min after the LFR stimulation (p = 0.006).
Changes of auditory cortex source activity (BESA) during acoustic stimulation
No significant differences of the power of the baseline auditory cortex source activity (calculated with BESA) were observed before the three stimulation types in any of the three tested bands: delta band Fig. 5 . Changes of the alpha power after the end of acoustic stimulation. Time course of the mean alpha (8-13 Hz) power of the auditory BESA source activity during (averaged over the whole stimulation period, red) and after the end (black) of acoustic CR neuromodulation (A), the noisy CR-like stimulation (E) and the LFR stimulation (I) expressed as a percentage change from the baseline activity. Significant changes are marked with the horizontal black line (A, E, I). Format as in Fig. 4 . Power spectra for the alpha frequency range at baseline and for the time period 60-120 s (inside the red window in A, E, I) after end of the acoustic CR neuromodulation (C), the noisy CR-like stimulation (G) and the LFR stimulation (K). The effect of acoustic CR neuromodulation (B, D), the noisy CR-like stimulation (F, H) and the LFR stimulation (J, L) on the mean current source density analyzed by sLORETA (format as in Fig. 4) . The strongest increase compared to baseline (indicated by red voxels) was localized in the left and right transverse temporal gyrus after acoustic CR neuromodulation (xyz − 40, − 29, 9; BA 41).
(F = 0.11, p = 0.90), alpha band (F = 1.13, p = 0.33), gamma band (F = 0.65, p = 0.53). Repeated measures ANOVA demonstrated a significant interaction effect of stimulation × time (baseline and during stimulation) × frequency band (F = 8.9, p < 0.001). In each of the investigated frequency bands, significant interactions of stimulation type and time (baseline and during stimulation) were found: delta band (F = 19.9, p < 0.001), alpha band (F = 14.8, p < 0.001), gamma band (F = 2.0, p < 0.048, Fig. 3 ). Significant changes of power during stimulation, as compared to baseline, were observed during all of the stimulation types and in all frequency bands (one-way rmANOVA; Fig. 3 ), that is, during acoustic CR neuromodulation, the noisy CR-like stimulation and the LFR stimulation (see Table S1 ). However, there was Fig. 4 . Power spectra for the gamma frequency range at baseline and for the time period 60-120 s (inside the red window in A, G, M) after end of the acoustic CR neuromodulation (D), the noisy CR-like stimulation (J) and the LFR stimulation (O). The effect of acoustic CR neuromodulation (B, C, E, F), noisy CR-like stimulation (H, I, K, L) and the LFR stimulation (N, P) on the mean current source density analyzed by sLORETA (format as in Fig. 4) . The strongest decrease compared to baseline (indicated by blue voxels) was localized in the left and right superior temporal gyrus after the noisy CR-like stimulation (xyz 37, − 28, 9; BA 41). no significant main effect for time (one-way rmANOVA) for any of the stimulation types and frequency bands when only the four measurements during stimulation (after 4, 8, 12, and 16 min of stimulation) were included into the analysis.
A significant reduction of the delta power was observed during all stimulation types and was strongest during acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation (Fig. 3A) . The mean reduction of the delta power was 17.39 (5.73) % (during acoustic CR neuromodulation), 16.54 (5.70) % (during noisy CR-like stimulation), and 5.61 (10.14) % (during LFR stimulation). The mean reduction of the delta power during acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation were significantly greater than during the LFR stimulation, p < 0.001 and p = 0.001, respectively. However, the average reduction of the delta power during both acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation were not significantly different (p = 0.689).
A significant reduction of the alpha power, as compared to baseline, was observed during all stimulation types and was strongest during acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation (Fig. 3B) . The mean reduction of the alpha power was 7.55 (5.90) % (during acoustic CR neuromodulation), 7.63 (4.95) % (during noisy CRlike stimulation), and 2.76 (3.21) % (during LFR stimulation). The average reduction of the alpha power during acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation were significantly greater than during LFR stimulation, p < 0.001 and p < 0.001, respectively. However, the average reduction of the alpha power during both acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation were not significantly different (p = 0.986).
A significant increase of the gamma power was observed during all stimulation types (Fig. 3C) . The mean increase of the gamma power was 19.69 (8.66) % (during acoustic CR neuromodulation), 20.67 (10.00) % (during noisy CR-like stimulation), and 16.65 (7.14) % (during LFR stimulation). However, differences between the increases of the gamma power averaged over the duration of the stimulation did not reach significance between any of the stimulation types (Fig. 3C ).
Changes of auditory cortex source activity (BESA) and current source density (sLORETA) after acoustic stimulation
For the auditory cortex source activity (calculated with BESA) the stimulation × time (baseline and after stimulation) × frequency band interaction was significant (F = 25.7, p < 0.001). In each of the investigated frequency bands, an interaction of stimulation and time was also found significant (Table S2a) . Additionally, a significant main effect for time could be observed for all of the three frequency bands and all of the stimulation types, that is, acoustic CR neuromodulation, noisy CR-like stimulation and LFR stimulation (Table S2b ). This confirms the assumption that stimulation changed the patterns of spontaneous brain activity in all three frequency bands. We followed up these findings by planned comparisons between power of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) as well as current source density (sLORETA) at baseline and after cessation of stimulation in all of the three frequency bands. Planned comparisons were performed separately for each of the stimulation types and frequency bands (Figs. 4-7) .
A significant reduction of delta power of the auditory cortex source activity (calculated with BESA) was observed after all stimulation types and was longest after acoustic CR neuromodulation (0-250 s) and shortest after the LFR stimulation (0-30 s; Fig. 4A , E, I). After noisy CRlike stimulation delta band power decreased for 120 s (0-120 s; Fig. 4E ). sLORETA analysis, performed in the time window 60-120 s after cessation of stimulation, showed significant power reduction, as compared to baseline, in the delta frequency band after acoustic CR neuromodulation and after noisy CR-like neuromodulation (Fig. 4B , D, F, H). Spatial peaks (i.e., local maxima) of delta power reduction of the CSD were localized in the left temporal cortex after both acoustic CR neuromodulation (Brodman area [BA] 41, t = 6.52) and noisy CR-like stimulation (BA 41, t = 5.32; Table 1 ). Reduction of the current source density (CSD) in the delta band in the auditory cortex ROIs (i.e., BAs 41 and 42) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to both noisy CR-like stimulation and LFR stimulation (Fig. 7A) .
A short term significant decrease of alpha power of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) was observed after all stimulation types (Fig. 5A, E, I) ; 0-10 s after acoustic CR neuromodulation, 0-40 s after the noisy CR-like stimulation and 0-10 s after the LFR stimulation. This decrease was followed by a significant increase of alpha power after acoustic CR neuromodulation (30-330 s) and after noisy CR-like stimulation (70-120 s). sLORETA whole brain analysis showed significant power increase, as compared to baseline, in the alpha frequency band after acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like neuromodulation (Fig. 5B , D, F, H; Table 1 ). Spatial maxima of the alpha power increase of the CSD were localized in the left temporal cortex after both acoustic CR neuromodulation (BA 41, t = 6.51) and noisy CR-like stimulation (BA 41, t = 6.43; Table 1 ). Increase of the CSD in the alpha band in the auditory cortex ROIs was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to both noisy CR-like stimulation and LFR stimulation (Fig. 7B) .
In the gamma frequency band of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) we observed a transient significant increase of power for 10 s (0-10 s) after all stimulation types, followed by a significant reduction after acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation (Fig. 6A, G, M) . A significant reduction of gamma power of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) was observed after acoustic CR neuromodulation (20-240 s) and after noisy CR-like stimulation (40-100 s). In the time window 60-120 s after cessation of stimulation sLORETA whole brain analysis revealed a significant power reduction, as compared to baseline, in the gamma frequency band after acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like neuromodulation (Fig. 6B, C, E, F , H, I, K, L; Table 1 ). Spatial maxima of the gamma power reduction of the CSD were localized in the left temporal cortex after acoustic CR neuromodulation (BA 41, t = 6.91) and in the right temporal cortex after noisy CR-like stimulation (BA 41, t = 6.95; Table 1 ). Reduction of the CSD in the gamma band in the auditory cortex ROIs was similar after both acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CRlike stimulation (Fig. 7C) . Thus, changes in the delta, alpha and gamma frequency bands were specific for each of the acoustic stimulation types. No significant changes were observed in the theta and beta frequency ranges.
Differences of auditory cortex source activity (BESA) and current source density (sLORETA) between groups
Delta power reduction of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to after noisy CR-like stimulation between 40 and 240 s (Fig. 9C) . After acoustic CR neuromodulation the increase of alpha band power of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) was significantly greater than after noisy CR-like stimulation between 20 and 250 s as well as between 300 and 330 s (Fig. 9F ). Gamma power reduction was significantly greater after noisy CR-like stimulation as compared to acoustic CR neuromodulation within the time window between 80 and 90 s (Fig. 9I ). sLORETA analysis, applied to the time window 60-120 s after stimulation offset, showed significantly greater reduction of CSD in the delta band after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the noisy CR-like stimulation (Fig. 9A, B ). Spatial peaks of CSD delta band differences between acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CRlike stimulation were localized in the temporal cortex (BA 41). Increase of the CSD in the alpha band in the auditory cortex was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the noisy CR-like stimulation (Fig. 9D, E) . Spatial peaks of alpha band CSD differences between acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation were localized in the temporal cortex (BA 41). No CSD differences were found between effects of acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation in the theta, beta or gamma bands (Fig. 9G, H, J, K) .
Delta power reduction of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the LFR stimulation between 0 and 250 s (Fig. 10C ). After LFR stimulation alpha band power of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) increased significantly less between 30 and 260 s as well as between 310 and 330 s (Fig. 10F ) as compared to acoustic CR neuromodulation. Gamma power reduction of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the LFR stimulation between 20 and 240 s (Fig. 10H ). sLORETA analysis showed significantly greater reduction of CSD in the delta and gamma bands after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to LFR stimulation (Fig. 10A, B, G, H, J, K) . Spatial peaks of CSD differences between acoustic CR neuromodulation and LFR stimulation were localized in the temporal cortex for both delta and gamma bands (BA 41 for delta and gamma bands). Increase of the CSD in the alpha band in the auditory cortex was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to LFR stimulation (Fig. 10D, E) . Spatial peaks of alpha band CSD differences between acoustic CR neuromodulation and LFR stimulation were localized in the temporal cortex (BA 41).
No significant changes were observed between acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation as well as between acoustic CR neuromodulation and the LFR stimulation in both theta and beta frequency ranges.
Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study that investigated both subjective changes of tinnitus intensity and changes of the oscillatory brain activity in participants with chronic tonal subjective tinnitus during and immediately after the application of three different auditory stimulation paradigms. Two of the investigated paradigms were expected to have a similar masking effect on the tinnitus sensation but only for one of them, specifically, acoustic CR neuromodulation, a longer lasting desynchronizing effect on the pathologic synchronous activity in the auditory cortex was expected. Effects of acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation were compared to a control stimulation that was expected to produce no or only minimal longer-lasting changes of oscillatory brain activity and of tinnitus loudness/annoyance. The behavioral measures were analyzed in terms of the ability of acoustic CR neuromodulation, noisy CR-like stimulation and LFR stimulation to induce a reduction in tinnitus loudness and annoyance from pre-to during-to post-stimulation. All three stimulation types induced temporally distinct effects on oscillatory brain activity, tinnitus loudness, and annoyance.
Differential clinical effects of acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation
A major motivation of this study was to understand possible differences between acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation that might contribute to their differential clinical effects: In a previous proof of concept study (Tass et al., 2012a) both stimulation protocols showed acute effects as subjectively measured with VAS-L and VAS-A scores in the stimulation-ON condition (i.e. 15 min after stimulation onset), but only acoustic CR neuromodulation had sustained long-lasting therapeutic effects after 12 weeks of treatment in the stimulation-OFF condition (i.e. with patients being off stimulation for at least 2.5 h). In accordance with the acute findings in the proof of concept study (Tass et al., 2012a) , in the present study acoustic CR neuromodulation as well as noisy CR-like stimulation caused a significant decrease of both VAS-L and VAS-A scores with respect to baseline (Fig. 2) . We found no significant differences between acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation concerning the VAS-L reduction during and after the end of stimulation. Unlike acoustic CR Fig. 8 . Correlation between changes of the gamma current source density (CSD) after the end of acoustic stimulation and changes of the subjective tinnitus loudness. Significant negative correlation between relative changes of gamma power of current source density (CSD) in the auditory cortex ROI (BAs 41 and 42; sLORETA) (for the time period 60-120 s after the end of the stimulation as compared to baseline) and the relative change of the subjective tinnitus loudness after acoustic CR neuromodulation (r = 0.59, p = 0.01; A) and the noisy CR-like stimulation (r = 0.52, p = 0.02; B). neuromodulation, only noisy CR-like stimulation caused a reduction of VAS-A after the end of stimulation that was significant compared to baseline. The significant reduction of VAS-A after the end of the noisy CR-like stimulation was the only observed significantly different clinical effect between the two stimulation protocols. Note, a 16 min-epoch of acoustic CR neuromodulation (with currently used settings and parameters) is not sufficient to induce long-lasting effects, e.g., persisting through a 4-week pre-planned treatment pause as observed after 12 weeks of CR therapy with 4-6 h stimulation/day (Tass et al., 2012a) .
Differential electrophysiological acute effects of acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation
Acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation did not differ with respect to their acute effects on the auditory cortex source activity (determined with BESA). During stimulation both stimulation protocols caused a reduction of the delta and alpha band activity together with an increase of the gamma band activity, without significant difference between the two stimulation protocols, respectively (Fig. 3) . The significant reduction of delta oscillatory activity observed during acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation is in accordance with results obtained by Adjamian et al. (2012) in subjects with tinnitus, demonstrating that slow-wave activity in the auditory cortex region is reduced during periods with attenuated or masked tinnitus.
Differential electrophysiological after-effects of acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation
Acoustic CR neuromodulation caused a longer (compared to baseline, Fig. 4A ,E) and more pronounced (Fig. 9C ) decrease of delta band auditory cortex activity after stimulation offset compared to noisy CRlike stimulation, as evaluated with BESA in a time-resolved manner with 10 s windows. By the same token, a time-averaged CSD analysis with sLORETA, applied to the time window 60-120 s after stimulation offset, showed a significantly greater reduction of CSD in the delta band after acoustic CR neuromodulation compared to noisy CR-like stimulation (Fig. 7) , with spatial peak differences in the temporal cortex (BA 41) (Fig. 9A, B) . According to Fig. 9 the emergence of the difference in delta power is delayed, i.e. does not occur immediately after cessation of stimulation. This is in accordance with computational studies comparing effective CR stimulation and CR stimulation rendered ineffective by selecting inappropriately high stimulation amplitudes (and hence disabling a selective stimulation of subpopulations): The difference Fig. 9 . Differential changes of EEG power for the acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation. The effect of acoustic CR neuromodulation on the time-averaged mean current source density analyzed by sLORETA as compared to the noisy CR-like stimulation (results are presented for the time window 60-120 s after the end of the stimulation; inside the red window (C, F, I)): Delta decrease (indicated by blue voxels) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the noisy CR-like stimulation (A, B). Alpha increase (indicated by red voxels) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the noisy CR-like stimulation (D, E). There was no significant differences in the gamma band power change between acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation (G, H, J, K). Time course of the mean delta (C), alpha (F) and gamma (I) power during (averaged over the whole stimulation period) and after the end of acoustic CR neuromodulation (black) and the noisy CR-like stimulation (red) expressed as a percentage change from the baseline activity. Significant differences in power between acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation are marked with the horizontal black line on the top of the plot (C, F, I).
between effective vs. ineffective CR requires sufficient stimulation duration to show up, see e.g. Suppl. Fig. 2 in (Tass et al., 2012b) . 16 min are not sufficient to induce immediate and sustained differences in the acute aftereffects of acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR stimulation. In addition, acoustic CR neuromodulation caused a longer (Fig. 4A,E) and stronger (Fig. 9F ) increase in alpha band auditory cortex activity as revealed with the time resolved BESA analysis. Accordingly, the time-averaged alpha band CSD, determined with sLORETA in the 60-120 s after stimulation offset, was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the noisy CR-like stimulation, with spatial peak differences in the temporal cortex (BA 41) ( Fig. 9E) . Gamma power of the auditory cortex source activity (BESA) was significantly reduced compared to baseline after acoustic CR neuromodulation in a longer post-stim time window (20-240 s) as opposed to after noisy CR-like stimulation (40-100 s) (Fig. 4A,G) . In a relatively short time window, between 80 and 90 s after stimulation offset, noisy CR-like stimulation caused a significantly greater reduction of auditory cortex gamma power compared to acoustic CR neuromodulation (Fig. 9I) . This short-duration difference did not show up in the comparative time-averaged sLORETA current source density analysis, covering the time period 60-120 s after stimulation offset (Fig. 9G, H, J, K) . Finally, in the theta and beta band no sLORETA CSD related differences were found between acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation bands.
In summary, we found no significant differences between acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation with respect to the acute clinical and the acute electrophysiological effects. Accordingly, our current study replicates the results of a previous proof of concept study in that both stimulations have similar acute effects on tinnitus loudness and annoyance (Tass et al., 2012a) . However, in that proof of concept study acoustic CR neuromodulation caused a long-lasting reduction of both tinnitus loudness and annoyance, as assessed in the off stimulation condition after 12 weeks of treatment as well as after a subsequent, preplanned 4-week treatment pause (Tass et al., 2012a) . In contrast, noisy CR-like stimulation did not cause any long-lasting clinical effects (Tass et al., 2012a) .
In the present study the two stimulation protocols differed significantly only concerning their acute after-effects. While both stimulation protocols caused a significant after-effect of the VAS-L, only noisy CR-like stimulation led to a significant reduction of VAS-A after the end of the stimulation. However, the acute electrophysiological after-effect was more pronounced after acoustic CR neuromodulation than after noisy CR-like stimulation: Acoustic CR neuromodulation caused (i) a significantly longer and stronger decrease of the delta band power, (ii) a significantly longer and stronger increase of the alpha band power and (iii) a significantly longer decrease of the gamma band power, with Acoustic CR neuromodulation vs Low frequency range stimulation Fig. 10 . Differential changes of EEG power for the acoustic CR neuromodulation and LFR-stimulation. The effect of acoustic CR neuromodulation on the sLORETA mean current source density as compared to the LFR-stimulation (format as in Fig. 9 ). Delta decrease (indicated by blue voxels) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the LFR-stimulation (A, B). Alpha increase (indicated by red voxels) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the LFR-stimulation (D, E). Gamma decrease (indicated by blue voxels) was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the LFR-stimulation (G, H, J, K). Time course of the mean delta (C), alpha (F) and gamma (I) power during (averaged over the whole stimulation period) and after the end of acoustic CR neuromodulation (black) and the LFR-stimulation (red) expressed as a percentage change from the baseline activity. Significant differences in power between acoustic CR neuromodulation and the LFR-stimulation are marked with the horizontal black line on the top of the plot (C, F, I).
spatial peaks in the auditory cortex. Only in a narrow, 10 s time window the gamma band after-effect was significantly greater after noisy CR-like stimulation than after acoustic CR neuromodulation. Based on the results presented here, acute electrophysiological after-effects, e.g. a significant decrease of the delta band power or combined effects, such as decrease of delta and increase of alpha, might be used as candidate markers for the further optimization of parameters of acoustic CR neuromodulation. Our results are in accordance with a pre-clinical study with CR-DBS in Parkinsonian monkeys where CR-DBS was delivered at optimal and less appropriate intensities (Tass et al., 2012b) . In that study it was shown that long and pronounced acute therapeutic after-effects coincide with long-lasting, sustained after-effects. Ultimately, the predictive power of acute electrophysiological after-effects has to be investigated by means of a clinical study comprising EEG recordings and long-term clinical assessment.
Acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation are similar in several respects, but differ in two relevant features that might cause the EEG results reported here: (i) Fixed set vs. random selection of subset of stimulation tones: A fixed set of four tones is used for acoustic CR neuromodulation for all stimulation cycles. In contrast, for noisy CRlike stimulation four stimulation tones are randomly selected from a larger set of 12 tones for each stimulation cycle. In fact, a variant of CR stimulation designed for electrical brain stimulation selects m out of n stimulation contacts for each stimulation cycle, where m ≥ 2 and m < n (Tass, 2006) . The motivation behind this "m out of n" CR variant is to avoid stereotypical reverberations of the network's activity (Tass, 2006) , see also (Tass and Majtanik, 2006) . However, the stimulation sites have to be arranged in a spatially balanced way to ensure stimulation of sufficiently separate neuronal subpopulations (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b Tass, 2006) . For the noisy CR-like protocol m = 4 and n = 12. In fact, the m out of n CR selection mode should not compromise the desynchronizing effect of CR stimulation, provided the different subsets of stimulation sites share the same or at least similar topological characteristics (spatial relation and mutual overlap of stimulated sub-populations) (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b Tass, 2006) . (ii) Spacing of stimulation tones: Compared to acoustic CR neuromodulation the noisy CR-like stimulation avoids stimulation of the frequency range adjacent to the tinnitus frequency f t . In principle, however, the latter is the very target of CR stimulation. In addition, for the noisy CR-like stimulation the distance between adjacent tones varies considerably, especially for the outer pairs of tones, where the spacing variability amounts to a factor of up to 4.77. Based on computational studies (Tass, 2003a (Tass, , 2003b Lysyansky et al., 2011 Lysyansky et al., , 2013 and pre-clinical studies (Tass et al., 2012b) in the field of CR-DBS such a spatially unbalanced stimulation will very likely undermine desynchronizing effects of DBS. We used the term noisy CR-like stimulation because of these two major, distinguishing features: avoiding the tinnitus target and high spacing variability of relatively remote stimulation sites. Due to its particular tone arrangement noisy CR-like stimulation noisy CR-like stimulation might predominantly inhibit tinnitus-related activity (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Roberts, 2007) . In computational studies with different types of neural networks it was shown that blocking and/or inhibitory stimuli typically do not cause long-lasting desynchronizing effects, and excessive neuronal synchrony re-increases more quickly after cessation of blocking/inhibitory stimulation as compared to after desynchronizing stimulation, even in the absence of STDP (Tass and Majtanik, 2006; . The quick re-increase of neuronal synchrony may, e.g., be caused by neurons being held close to the same phase during inhibitory or blocking stimulation, see e.g. (Pyragas et al., 2013) , in this way enabling a quick restart in synchrony.
The spatial resolution of our EEG study is not sufficient to determine the exact localization of the stimulation-induced changes in oscillatory activity. However, LFR stimulation which differed from CR neuromodulation by the frequency range of the auditory stimuli did not induce any relevant after-effects on oscillatory brain activity. This indicates, that the changes induced by CR neuromodulation depend on the relationship between the tinnitus frequency and the auditory stimulation and may thus occur predominantly in neuronal assemblies coding for the tinnitus frequency.
If CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation had similar mechanism of action then similar electrophysiological changes after the two acoustic stimulation types should be observed. However, the reduction of delta band power after the end of acoustic CR neuromodulation lasted markedly longer and was more pronounced than after the end of noisy CR-like stimulation, suggesting that the two stimulation forms exert their tinnitus reducing effect by different mechanisms. The shorter reduction of the delta band power after the end of the noisy CRlike stimulation would be compatible with the notion that tinnitus masking exerts a tinnitus-suppressing effect by feed forward inhibition, acting on the affected frequency regions (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Roberts, 2007) and disrupting the abnormal synchronous neural activity that is believed to underlie tinnitus perception (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Roberts, 2007; Roberts et al., 2006; Seki and Eggermont, 2003; Weisz et al., 2007a) . This disruption of the abnormal synchronous neural activity subsided within 120 s after the end of the noisy CRlike stimulation. Accordingly, the short term reduction of the delta band power after the noisy CR-like stimulation might reflect a short-term suppression of the abnormal synchronous activity, a phenomenon that is thought to underlie the residual inhibition observed after the use of noisers or maskers and that usually extends seconds or minutes beyond the duration of the stimulation (Roberts, 2007; Tass et al., 2012a; Terry et al., 1983) . However, as we mentioned above, noisy CR stimulation differs acoustically from the usually used maskers, specifically, sound generators for tinnitus often present a broadband noise containing energy across all frequencies in the spectrum and these are presented continuously. Specifically, the noisy CR-like stimulus consists of the multiple tones that cover tinnitus spectrum around the matched tinnitus pitch. Thus, various implications for the underlying neural effects cannot be ruled out.
The increase of the alpha oscillatory activity was more pronounced and lasted longer (up to 330 s) after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to noisy CR-like stimulation (up to 120 s). Our results are in agreement with studies demonstrating that alpha and delta/theta oscillations tend to be reciprocally related to each other (Knyazev, 2007; Robinson, 2001) . As was already mentioned above, recent evidence suggests that enhancement of lower frequency (delta) oscillations along the tonotopic axis is caused by deprivation, i.e., by deafferentation due to hearing loss (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Llinas et al., 1999 Llinas et al., , 2005 Steriade, 2006; Weisz et al., 2006 Weisz et al., , 2007b . However, it is currently debated how the increase of delta synchronization is connected to the reduction of alpha rhythms in tinnitus. Different explanations are conceivable: (1) According to the Synchronization-by-Loss-of-Inhibition-Model model, proposed by Weisz and colleagues, input deprivation caused by hearing loss leads to reduced activity and therefore to an enhancement of delta power in the affected regions along the tonotopic axis (Weisz et al., 2007a) . As a consequence of deprived input the activity of inhibitory neurons, normally reflected by alpha activity is also suppressed. (2) Other studies suggested that delta and alpha oscillations may be linked to and generated by two different systems with both systems mutually inhibiting each other (Harmony, 2013; . A certain degree of incompatibility was also reported between spindles and delta rhythms (Nunez et al., 1992) . Therefore, the increased alpha power in the tinnitus free condition may indicate that a more powerful alpha system exerts a stronger inhibition over the delta system . The pathologically enhanced synchronization of low frequencies in tinnitus that may occur as a result of deafferentation or deprivation (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Llinas et al., 1999; Weisz et al., 2006) thus may tip the system toward the low frequency (delta/theta) oscillations that will override usually stronger alpha . These explanations require further investigation in longitudinal studies by investigating, e.g., changes of the hierarchical cross-frequency coupling during and after manipulating the tinnitus sensation by application of various stimulation types.
Gamma activity that could be associated with tinnitus perception on the behavioral level (Van der Loo et al., 2009; Weisz et al., 2007b ) was significantly decreased after acoustic CR neuromodulation (20-240 s) and noisy CR-like stimulation (40-100 s). The increase of gamma band power during and shortly after stimulation is in line with previous observations of physiological increases of gamma band power during the presence of external sounds (Crone et al., 2001; Joliot et al., 1994) . After the end of stimulation a significant reduction of the gamma power persisted longer after acoustic CR neuromodulation (0-260 s) as compared to the noisy CR-like stimulation (0-110 s). However, between 60 and 120 s after the end of both acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation the amount of the gamma band power reduction was similar. This is an interesting finding as the amount of the alpha power increase (alpha oscillations are assumed to be related to the ongoing functional inhibition that prevents cell assemblies from spontaneous synchronization) between 60 and 120 s was significantly greater after acoustic CR neuromodulation. Since in tinnitus the increased gamma synchronization is assumed to be related to the chronically decreased level of alpha oscillations and thus reduction of inhibition (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Lorenz et al., 2009; Weisz et al., 2007a Weisz et al., , 2007b Weisz et al., , 2011 , it is conceivable that after more pronounced restoration of the alpha activity (observed after acoustic CR neuromodulation) and accordingly a normalization of cortical excitability the gamma activity will also normalize to a greater degree. However, after a long history of pathological synchronization, it is likely that the synaptic strength between neurons in the affected auditory cortex region that underlies tinnitus percept increases (Gerstner et al., 1996; Markram, 1997; Weisz et al., 2007b) stabilizing to a certain degree the synchronous gamma band activity. The similar reduction of gamma power between 60 and 120 s after the acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation thus may indicate that a complete propagation of desynchronization into the gamma band might require longer stimulation using acoustic CR neuromodulation than used in this study. The longer lasting reduction of the gamma power after acoustic CR neuromodulation as compared to the noisy CR-like stimulation nevertheless may have resulted from longer and stronger restoration of the functional inhibition exerted by alpha on the synchronous gamma band activity. This important issue has to be addressed in further studies by investigating the cross-frequency interactions between alpha and gamma bands after application of various stimulation types of different duration.
Parallel to the stimulation-induced changes of oscillatory brain activity, described above, acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation significantly reduced tinnitus loudness and annoyance during stimulation and 2 min after cessation of stimulation. No significant changes of the tinnitus intensity were recorded during and 2 min after the end of the LFR stimulation. In this study the reduction of the tinnitus intensity was similar 2 min after the end of both acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation. This finding is consistent with a previous proof of concept study (Tass et al., 2012a) where noisy CR-like stimulation had only a shorter lasting off-stimulation effect resembling the typical short term effects of noisers or maskers (Roberts, 2007; Terry et al., 1983) . Reduction of the tinnitus intensity 2 min after acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation is consistent with the notion that an amelioration of the pathological condition, i.e., a disruption of the abnormal synchronous neural activity, that is believed to underlie tinnitus, leads to a normalization of abnormal cortical rhythms in the tinnitus networks diminishing perceptual salience of tinnitus (Adamchic et al., 2014a; Adjamian et al., 2012; De Ridder et al., 2011 Dohrmann et al., 2007; Kahlbrock and Weisz, 2008; Tass et al., 2012a; Weisz et al., 2007a Weisz et al., , 2007b . The findings presented here are also consistent with studies that reported a reduction of initially enhanced delta/theta and gamma activity and enhancement of initially decreased alpha activity after the induced tinnitus reduction (Adamchic et al., 2013; Adjamian et al., 2012; De Ridder et al., 2011; Kahlbrock and Weisz, 2008) .
In a previous proof of concept study, no significant (> 2 h) acoustic placebo induced changes of the oscillatory brain activity, tinnitus loudness or annoyance were observed (Tass et al., 2012a ). In consistence with these results, no lasting effects of LFR stimulation were observed in this study, even though the placebo stimulation used in Tass et al. (2012a) and LFR stimulation used in the presented study differ. Both of the above mentioned stimulation types, i.e., the acoustic placebo stimulation (Tass et al., 2012a) and the LFR stimulation have in common that the stimulation tones of both stimulation types were shifted away from the center of the assumed synchronized tinnitus focus (Norena et al., 2002; Seki and Eggermont, 2003; Tass et al., 2012a) . The LFR stimulation, used in this study, led to a significant reduction of the delta oscillatory activity for up to 30 s after the end of the stimulation. The short-term reduction of the delta band power after the end of the LFR stimulation, observed in our study, can likely be ascribed to some degree of overlap between the spectra of the used LFR stimulation and tinnitus (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Norena et al., 2002; Roberts, 2007; Roberts et al., 2006) . In this case a certain amount of excitation might have been induced in the affected tonotopic regions of the auditory cortex by the LFR stimulation tones (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Roberts, 2007) . This disruption of abnormal synchronous neural activity subsided within 30 s after the end of stimulation.
It is plausible to assume that the degree to which frequency specific synchronized neural activity is interrupted by a feed-forward inhibition affecting the tone specific region of the auditory cortex is related to the unit time for which that tone at this specific frequency is presented to the participant. Specifically this may be relevant for the comparison of the noisy CR-like stimulation and acoustic CR neuromodulation as they differ in this dimension. For the noisy CR-like stimulation there is a reduced likelihood that any one specific tone is presented as within each cycle only 4 out of 12 tones are presented. In our study we cannot assess to which degree synchronized neural activity was interrupted at each specific location related to the single stimulation tones, as we assess compound EEG power changes in the selected cortex region. However, taking into account that changes of the EEG power during both stimulation types, i.e., acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CRlike stimulation, were almost indistinguishable from each other, it is unlikely that different changes of the EEG power after stimulation were simply a result of the different repetition rate of each specific tone in both stimulation types.
Another relevant aspect of the stimulation protocols refers to the temporal pattern of stimulus delivery. To which extent is the sequential rather than e.g. coincident application of stimulation tones required to induce clinical and/or electrophysiological acute effects, acute aftereffects and long-term effects? To address the specificity of the temporal features of the stimulation pattern, in a forthcoming study one should use an appropriate control condition e.g. with the same tones, but different temporal stimulation pattern, such as coincident periodic stimulation, see ).
Based on the results presented here, mechanisms primarily employing lateral inhibition and, hence, a short-term suppression of the tinnitus-related neuronal synchronization cannot be completely ruled out for acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation. However, even if acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation covered similar frequency ranges around the matched tinnitus pitch and induced similar changes of oscillatory brain activity during stimulation, they differed in the electrophysiological changes after the end of stimulation, which almost rules out that these two forms of stimulation act by a common mechanism. The functional changes after noisy CR-like stimulation, which are distinct from those induced by acoustic CR neuromodulation, indicate that the exact spatiotemporal pattern of stimulation tones matters, even if stimulation tones span similar ranges around the matched tinnitus pitch. In this context it is remarkable that changes of the oscillatory brain activity during acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation did not differ significantly from each other. These findings are in accordance with recent studies in animals and humans (Tass et al., , 2012a (Tass et al., , 2012b and the theoretical studies on which the CR neuromodulation concept is based Popovych et al., 2013; Tass, 2003a Tass, , 2003b Tass and Hauptmann, 2007; Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass and Popovych, 2012) . Specifically, in computational studies it was shown that CR neuromodulation induces a long-lasting desynchronization mediated by an unlearning of synaptic connectivity Tass and Majtanik, 2006; Tass and Popovych, 2012) .
Conclusions
The changes of the oscillatory brain activity induced by noisy CRlike stimulation differed both in strength and in time course from the changes caused by acoustic CR neuromodulation. Thus, similar acute reductions of tinnitus intensity induced by acoustic CR neuromodulation and noisy CR-like stimulation were not associated with similar electrophysiological acute after-effects. These findings suggest that although the tinnitus reduction resulting from acoustic CR neuromodulation and the noisy CR-like stimulation may be subjectively similar, the two stimulations may not be physiologically equivalent. This qualitative difference casts new light on the assertion that CR specific disruption of synchronous neural activity in auditory structures lies at the basis of the long-term effects produced by acoustic CR neuromodulation. With its similar auditory characteristics but the lacking desynchronizing effect both LFR stimulation and noisy CR-like stimulation may represent appropriate control conditions in future clinical studies investigating clinical effects of acoustic CR neuromodulation.
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